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Mr Nerio Alessandri, CEO Technogym 
gives the initial speech and spurs the audience to 
passion for hospitality and tension to enterpreneurship



Mr Robin Rossmann, MD STR Global
Introduces a view on trading performance for 

several areas of Italy and comments on the 
country’s uniqueness



When it comes to making hotel 
investments transparency is key

Robin Rossman 
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Friendship, partnerships, opportunities
are the object of attendees and speakers chats 

during a session of the conference



Mr Francesco Calia, Head of Hotels CBRE Italy
focuses on hospitality real estate trends and discusses

about the unexplored potential of this industry, covering
primary and second tier destinations



Mr Lorenzo Giannuzzi, 
CEO Forte Village
Illustrates the challenges faced by 
hospitality development in Italy and his
Group’s projects (Fiuggi and Cagliari) 



Sardinia tourism only accounts for 7% 
of regional GDP, there is a huge 

potential to explore

Lorenzo Giannuzzi
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Mr Dondi dall’Orologio (Nomisma)  and Mr Belli (CDP)
discuss with Mr Ribaudo (THRENDS) on the expectations for the 

future of hospitality as an emerging real estate asset class



Contents of interest
for the many industry executives who take part, 

worth some notes 



Mr Olivier Harnisch, former CEO EMAAR Hospitality
explains why hospitality is changing under the pressure of new 

segments and technology improvements in operations



Mr Ted Teng, former CEO               
Leading Hotels of the World
brings the audience’s attention to the new 
meaning of service delivery and new customers’ 
expectations on accurate hotel experiences



The worst meals in Italy are 
still very good ones

Ted Teng
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Mrs Paola Dezza, 
journalist at Sole24Ore
Illustrates the contents and 
panelists of her session on luxury
and recent developements in 
this segment



Mr Schlegel (Choice) and Mr Cefalu (Mandarin Oriental)
talking with Mrs Dezza about why is Italy attractive for both the 

Economy and Midscale segment and the Luxury segment,                                 
in the light of their current pipeline



International and domestic hotel chains’ representatives
discuss ongoing opportunities for operating or branding new projects in Italy, 

during the breaks of the conference



Mr Leali (Lefay) and Mr Saccani (Rocco Forte Hotels)
share their vision about the top luxury segment and their projects for 
Italy, commenting on how to create and mantain a key competitive 
advantage in such segment



Mr Joerg Metzner, 
Director at KKR
shares with audience the 
approach of the Company to 
financing hospitality around
the world, their yield strategy 
and vision for Italy



Once we invest we tipically put quite 
a lot of that from our own money

Joerg Metzner
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Mrs Magda Antonioli (Bocconi University, ENIT)
gives a speech on Italy as a land for hotel investments,         

covering weaknesses and strenghts of the country’s tourism



Inserire virgolettato da speech di Geza

Mrs Cartia d’Asero (Restar) , Mr Caputi (Terme di Saturnia) and Mr Clemente (PAREF) 
introduced by Prof. Antonioli, share their approach to hotel development in Italy and their vision about how 
to maintain a rigorous control over development and focus on achievable results



Mr Luca Boccato, CEO HNH Hospitality
illustrates how the Company succedeed in developing their
footprint in Northern Italy an the evolution of business 
models and corporate complexity in the Italian competitive 
environment



Mrs Cristina Paini, CEO LHM 
hotel management

shares her experience on condo-hotel 
development and management based 
on the success gained by the Ramada 
Plaza hotel and residential complex in 

Milan 



We started condo-hotels 15 years ago,
we forced the model and succeeded

Cristina Paini
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Mrs Marloes Knippenberg, 
CEO Kerten Hospitality 
presents Kerten Hospitality plans 
for EMEA and Italy and discusses 
about the future of mixed-
developments and hybrid formats in 
hospitality.



Mr Bruno Fondacaro, 
partner at NCTM

covers the many aspects of 
management contracts and 

their frictional attributes 
that have caused the 

limited use of this business 
model  in Italy



Mr Massimiliano Macaione, 
Partner at GOP 
Illustrates through a metaphor (the 
famous «rally-car driving team») 
how management contracts 
significantly differ from lease and 
franchising 



Mr Giorgio Ribaudo, 
Partner at THRENDS
comments on the research on 
construction and renovation 
costs in hospitality, based on 
the 2019 survey on 50 
development projects in Italy  



Chains’ renovation projects are more 
demanding, but they can return more

Giorgio Ribaudo
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Mr Geza Toth-Feher Lord Kennal, MP at CBE Capital Group
discusses about the puzzling of investing in Italy, how to assess  a realistic 
time-plan for hotel development and the Company’s plans for Italy



Mr Giglio (LHP), Mr Danese (Ostello Bello) and Mr Rossi (Camplus) 
introduced by Mr Bianchi (PKF), share their vision about the future of student hotels, hostels and new 
hospitality format for millennials, addressing their experience gained at Camplus, Ostello Bello and LHP



Mr Riccardo Illy, 
President
Polo del Gusto 
(Gruppo Illy)

Mr Fabrizio Gaggio,
General Manager
Gruppo UNA

Mr Carmine Daniele
Director 

Iccrea BancaImpresa

Mr Jerome Lassara,
VP Development
South Europe
Accor

Mr Giorgio Palmucci,
President 
Enit

Mr Macy Marvel
Head at Macy Marvel Consulting 

Hotel Analyst

Mr Flavio Monosilio
Director of Ecomonic Studies 

ANCE



20 years ago developers wanted boutique 
hotels: today they search for lifestyle

Jérôme Lassara
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Mr Mauro Santinato, 
CEO Teamwork
ITHIC Chairman, offers his fairwell and 
thanks the 480 participants who have
demonstrated great interest and 
appreciation for the first edition of ITHIC.



Thank you all ! 

See you back in Rimini on 
October 13th 2020 

ITHIC 2020
where hospitality meets real estate and finance


